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Introduction

Employer Brand

Autonomy

the desire to direct
our own lives

Purpose

the yearning to do what we do 
in the service of something larger 
than ourselves. 

Mastery

the urge to get better and better
at something that matters

Overview
What do candidates want from their employer?

• Learning and Development
• Multiple career path options
• Diversity in the work place
• People-focused work culture
• Equal opportunity
• Global business with opportunities to travel
• Strong position on values and ethics
• Stance on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Three Intrinsic Motivators

Across differences in age, geography, cultural upbringing, education, 
and career experience, we’re all naturally motivated by work with 
three intrinsic motivators, each of which address our human needs:

• Mastery
• Purpose 
• Autonomy

Capgemini’s Employer Branding creative concept has been designed 
to resonate with potential candidates and demonstrate that 
Capgemini is an employer that can address these needs.
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Introduction

The candidate journey

The LOVE/ACE employer branding creative 
concept has been developed to deliver 
consistent messaging across different 
formats and stages of the candidate 
journey. This will enable Capgemini to build 
on the impression that we as a company 
offer a welcoming and sincere environment 
in which to develop one’s career.

awareness

Outdoor print. 
Billboards.

Word of mouth. 
hand-outs & flyers.

Corporate website.
LinkedIn.

Welcome pack.
Induction training. 

Newsletters.

Annual review process.
Promotion opportunities.

Corporate announcements.

consideration onboarding beyond
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Creative concept framework

The story behind the use of Capgemini’s spade

The spade is an incredibly 
unique part of the Capgemini 
identity – our competitors don’t 
have anything like this.
Competitors’ logos are acronyms/corporate 
stamps. And where one company, IBM, 
has tried to apply its corporate identity to 
an individual (IBM-er), the effect is more 
negative than positive and feels like a form 
of corporate cattle branding. 

Capgemini’s visual identity is different – it’s 
colorful, bold and playful. What’s more, the 
brand’s unique identifier – the spade – has 
strongly positive connotations in the ‘ace of 
spades’ idea.

Furthermore, the Capgemini brand identity 
embraces the role of people. At a time 
when technology is seen as both an enabler 
and a threat, Capgemini promotes the role 
of people as the key differentiator – the ace 
in the hand. 

Which other brand can claim to do this more 
authentically and positively than Capgemini 
with its promotion of people who ‘ace’ 
business topics and domains? 
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Creative concept framework

Rationale
The use of the Capgemini spade as 
representation of the ‘ace of spades’: 

Creates a new linguistic dimension (would 
you identify with the “ace” first time? 
Or would it take a read of the long copy 
to understand it? Either way, it’s disruptive 
and makes you think. 

Celebrates the brand’s uniqueness by 
placing the logo symbolically alongside 
the “I” and the people, and in a position  
that will naturally capture attention  
(i.e. not limited only to the standard footer/
header positions). 

Celebrates the brand’s heritage and story. 
The ‘ace of spades’ as the highest-value 
card. Our people as the highest-value asset.

Provides a fun, B2C flavor to a B2B brand. 

Celebrates fun, warmth, pride and an 
affinity for one’s profession. It’s more than 
a job/career if you LOVE/ACE it.

Generates a world of creative opportunity 
around how and where to use  
“I LOVE/ACE …” 

Takes us to a creative space where our 
competition can’t go. Who else has such 
a unique brand identifier that can be used 
in so many ways, and so playfully? 

The ’LOVE/ACE’ concept is a celebration of the 
passion to excel. Using the spade as a visual 
equivalent to a heart/love icon, we broaden our 
message to create the idea of:

I ’love’ business/tech topic (Passion, Purpose) 
I ’ace’ business/tech topic (Excel, Mastery)

Passion and Purpose (Love), 

Facilitated by a career at Capgemini

Lead to autonomy/mastery or expert 
status. (Ace) 

If you’re passionate about what you do, Capgemini 
will recognize your passion and your value. 
Capgemini will give you opportunities that 
empower you to excel at what you love and excel 
in your career.
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Creative concept framework

Multiple layers of this creative concept

The use of the Capgemini Spade within the 
creative framework has been designed to provoke 
thought, re-enforce the strength of the brand 
and be memorable for the target audience.

It doesn’t really matter how you read it – 
whether it’s ACE, LOVE, or both, the meaning 
is positive and the use of the spade as a visual 
representation of ACE/LOVE is disruptive. 
It makes people stop, think and remember.

It’s possible that not all layers will be 
understood immediately (e.g. markets in which 
English is not the first language) but even 
if only 1 or 2 messages are understood, these 
are all positive and memorable messages, 

and we leave space in the candidate’s mind 
for the concept to develop further during 
the candidate journey.

The initial understanding leads to the idea of Love 
and love for one’s area of specialization. Helped by 
the deliberate use of typeface and its association with 
emoticon language. 

The second layer, reinforces the credentials and 
awareness of Capgemini as an employer with a unique 
value proposition – not a producer of technology ‘per 
se’ but a company focused on applying the human 
touch to technology (“the Capgemini Effect”).

The third layer, celebrates the notion of Capgemini 
providing an environment in which employees can 
develop, excel and become ‘aces’ for their projects, 
for their clients, for their network and for their career.

I LOVE digital
transformation

I Capgemini digital
transformation

I ACE digital
transformation
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Creative concept framework I Hero copy

Hero copy

The ‘hero’ copy represents the essence of I ‘LOVE’ or I ‘ACE’. 
With Capgemini, if you LOVE what you do, we’ll help you ACE 
what you do. The intention for this hero copy is for it to be 
used in cases when a general employer branding message 
for all audiences is required. 

The following sections of these guidelines outline how copy 
can be crafted and adapted when seeking to address specific 
business or non-business topics, fulfil specific recruitment 
objectives, and appeal to specific levels of seniority. 

I         my career
At Capgemini, we work with the world’s leading brands 
to enhance and transform the way they do business. 
 
We do this with passion. And we do this by applying the 
human touch to business and technology. Passionate 
people are Capgemini’s Ace of Spades.

Love your career. Ace your career.
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Copy structure guidelines I Message Delivery | Copy Mechanism/Structure

Message Delivery | Copy Mechanism/Structure

1. I        Business topic
(Business/Technology/CSR) – Written in ‘direct’ or ‘stop and think’ style

2. Body copy
1st person (singular or plural), or open statement about role, opportunity 
or Capgemini Employee Value Proposition.

3. Concluding Call to Action (CTA)
Which can also serve as a standalone short-form version  of the copy.  
(See options in second column)

Point 1 provides us with a unique and visually appealing 
ever-present element.

Flexibility in points 2 & 3 provide us with a fertile space 
for branding, recruitment and business to tailor messages 
and cta to suit needs and retain variety/freshness of 
concept.
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Copy structure guidelines I Message Delivery | Copy Mechanism/Structure

1. Headline copy
The headline is flexible in its use. To be either addressing 
a particular business topic in a self-explanatory way or in 
a disruptive manner. If for example you are undertaking 
employer branding initiatives at a conference on 
cybersecurity, the message like I ace cybersecurity may lack 
the cut through that a disruptive message like “I ace making 
the world a safer place” does. Be mindful in using copy that 
considers your target audience, where it be seen, and what 
your campaign objectives are.

2. Body copy
There is freedom to adjust the tone of the body copy 
to address 1st or 2nd person according to the objective, 
format, photography used in key visual, and the 
business topic.

It’s recommended to keep the body copy between 100  
and 300 characters (including spacing).

Examples:

At Capgemini, I empower towns and cities to make better 
use of their water and electricity by combining the best 
of cloud, digital and IoT. 

Be part of a global team that is as committed to 
strengthening the communities we interact with as we 
are to delivering business benefit for our clients. 

I outsmart cybercriminals and make  
the online world safer for leading brands,  
consumers and citizens alike. 

Automation and Robotic Process Automation promise 
to change the way we do business. But the robots won’t 
be half as effective without skilled professionals like you 
to orchestrate them. 

3. Call to action options
The guidelines allows for a number of different call to  
action options depending on whether the messages are 
intended to:

• raise awareness about our employer branding position
• communicate about a specific business (recruitment) topic. 

1: Love your career. Ace your career.   
[General Employer Branding message]  All audiences.

2: Ace TOPIC with Capgemini.  
[Topic-specific messaging – either business or non-business] 
All audiences. This is the recommended option for targeted 
recruitment activities. It is best suited to body copy written 
in the first person (“I”).

3: Become a TOPIC ace with Capgemini. 
[Topic-specific messaging – either business or non-business]                
This call to action is suitable for all audiences, but is perhaps 
most suited to where there is a focus on junior or delivery-
specific hires. This direct, traditional approach is appropriate 
for targeted recruitment activities.

I         Business topic
(Business / Technology / CSR) – Self-explanatory or disruptive 

I         cybersecurity [self explanatory]

I         making the world safer [disruptive]
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We         building stronger
communities
Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we interact 
with as we are to delivering business benefi t 
for our clients.

Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers
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Copy structure guidelinesCopy adaptation 
The following guidelines will help you 
understand how to adapt your messages 
when addressing various business topics 
or recruitment needs.
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Copy structure guidelines

Seniority

By using the flexibility of the 
headline copy, body copy, 
and call to action you can 
tailor your message according 
to the seniority of your 
target audience.
When addressing junior recruits, graduates, 
and interns we recommend the use of the 
hero copy when you are promoting general 
employer branding awareness initiatives. 

When undertaking targeted recruitment 
activities that are focused on recruiting 
junior or ‘delivery’ roles, we recommend 
that the copy is topic specific and 
self-explanatory. 

When addressing more senior recruitment 
needs, it might be preferable to use 
a disruptive first-person headline copy such 
as “I LOVE/ACE building teams that win” 
or “I ace re-writing the rules”. 

This copy pairs best with call to actions that 
address “ACE “TOPIC” with Capgemini”

When addressing more senior hires it’s 
important to consider using messages that 
are more likely to help Capgemini stand 
out in the crowd and that communicate 
Capgemini as the place where they can 
further their career, be appreciated for 
their experience, and take the next step 
in their career.

I mobile apps
Help the world’s leading brands provide of 
a better digital customer experience.

Become a Java Ace with Capgemini.

capgemini.com/careers

I         building 
teams that win

At Capgemini, I build, mentor 
and develop teams that embrace 
business and technology challenges 
and learn how to succeed together. 

Ace Team Leadership 
with Capgemini.

capgemini.com/careers

Copy structure guidelines I Copy adaptation
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Copy structure guidelines

Non-business domains/topics
You might wish to optimize or adapt 
headline, body copy, and call to action to 
better suit the needs or reality of your local 
market, or to promote specific aspects of 
Capgemini’s proposition as an employer. 

The copy elements can be used to focus 
on a variety of different market, audience, 

or recruitment-specific needs.  
Examples include: 

• non-business domains (e.g. L&D, CSR 
and Graduate Programs)

• business topic / [self explanatory]
• business topic / [stop and think]

Capgemini offers you the opportunity to put your hard-earned  
qualifications to the test on exciting projects for some of the world’s 
leading brands. You’ve aced your exams, now ace your career!

Love your career. Ace your career.

I         my career

Be part of a global team that is as committed to strengthening  
the communities we interact with as we are to delivering business  
benefit for our clients. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

We         building stronger communities

Digital empowers you to shop and socialize from the comfort of your 
smartphone. With Capgemini’s next-gen learning platform, now your  
device can help you accelerate your career journey as well.

Love your career. Ace your career.

I         Learning & Development

At Capgemini, I empower cities and communities to make optimal use of 
their water and electricity by combining the best of cloud, digital and IoT. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

I         environmental sustainability

Grad program

CSR, Community Engagement

Learning & Development

CSR, Environmental sustainability

Non-business domains/topics:
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Copy structure guidelines

Conventional business topics

Pit your wits and skills against the latest cyber threats 
and make the online world safer for leading brands, 
consumers and citizens alike. 

Become a Cybersecurity Ace with Capgemini.

I         cybersecurity

Put your skills to the test on today’s Business Technology  
challenges and develop your IT capabilities working for some  
of the world’s leading brands.  

Become a Cloud Infrastructure Ace with Capgemini.

I         cloud

Help the world’s leading brands use the best of new tech  
to transform the way they do business. 

Become a Digital Transformation Ace with Capgemini.

I         digital transformation

Help the world’s leading brands provide better digital  

customer experiences. 

Become a Java Ace with Capgemini.

I         mobile apps

Cybersecurity

Cloud, Delivery

Digital Transformation

Application Development

Self-explanatory business topics:
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Copy structure guidelines

Disruptive business topics

At Capgemini, I build, mentor and develop teams 
that embrace business and technology challenges 
and learn how to succeed together. 

       
Ace Team Leadership with Capgemini.

I         building teams that win

I outsmart cybercriminals and make the online world safer  
for leading brands, consumers and citizens alike. 

Ace Cybersecurity with Capgemini.

I         making the world safer

At Capgemini, I apply the best of people, processes and technology  
to transform the way the world’s leading businesses do their Finance  
& Accounting.

Ace Business Transformation with Capgemini.

I         re-writing the rules

Automation and Robotic Process Automation promise to change  
the way we do business. But the robots won’t be half as effective  
without skilled professionals like you to orchestrate them. 

Ace Automation with Capgemini.

I         being master of the robots

Mid-level manager, Business Services

Cybersecurity, Delivery

Experienced manager, Business Services

RPA, Automation, Business Services

Stop-and-think business topics:
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Copy structure guidelines

Asset/campaign objectives

The copy structure can (and in many cases, 
should) be adapted according to the 
objectives of the individual asset or campaign. 

Print advertising remains a vital 
communication channel for our target 
audience of graduates and young 
professionals. Effective print advertising such 
as, outdoor, handouts, and on-campus posters, 
all require careful thought and design, and 
these posters and flyers command attention 
via an attractive look and feel and an engaging, 
creative and memorable message – that 
Capgemini provides an environment where 
you can develop as a person and professional.

It is important to consider that candidates 
interact with employer branding messages 
across different formats of digital and print 
material, as well as through people.

Having a consistent and complementary 
message across all of these touch points 
is important. If a candidate attends a careers 
fair or on campus program, they will expect 
to see similar content and messaging 
when they visit your LinkedIn profile, 
Facebook or careers page.

Depending on your recruitment needs or 
campaign objectives your messaging can be 
simple and straight forward, the Hero Copy 
message will work well in instances of high 
volume recruitment where generating brand 
awareness is an important first step.

More targeted messaging could be used in 
digital formats of LinkedIn, Facebook posts, 
careers page articles, and job descriptions 
as the candidate moves from the awareness 
phase of Capgemini as an employer to the 
consideration phase. 

When recruiting for senior or experienced 
professionals, targeting messaging of the 
body copy towards an open statement about 
role, opportunity, or Capgemini Employer 
Brand promise can help you appeal to 
the candidate.

Experienced professionals are less likely 
to interact with Capgemini in venues where 
generic recruitment is the main objective, 
such as careers fair. However Employer 
branding and corporate identity can share 
a similar role in attracting potential candidates 
at technical / business conventions, and 
the people interactions that occur there.
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Copy structure guidelines

Short form
The concluding call to action from the copy mechanism 
has been designed to act as the stand alone short-form 
version of the copy. These calls to action can also work 
in tandem with the headline copy to allow for short, simple, 
yet effective messaging in those instances when shorter 
copy is preferred/.

1. Love your career. Ace your career.  

2. Ace TOPIC with Capgemini. 

3. Become a TOPIC ace with Capgemini.

Long form
Longer form Copy includes all three elements of the copy 
mechanism. 

1.Headline 

2.Bodycopy 

3.Call to action

Longer-form copy is a chance to engage with the target 
audience, providing more insights into Capgemini as an 
employer, and what one might expect to do in any given role 
or career opportunity with the business. 

Longer-form copy should look to showcase the real 
experience of our people, and provide inspiration to join 
Capgemini and become an ace.
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Copy structure guidelines

Job description guidelines
When writing introductions to job descriptions, look 
to include suitable elements from the employer branding 
guidelines. An example of this could be using the hero 
copy in the introduction to job descriptions, or more 
specifically, relating to a candidate’s experience and 
relevant qualifications needed to ‘ace’ the role.

Junior roles should look to include “Become a Business Topic 
ace at Capgemini” while more experienced professional 
roles should look to include copy that communicates how 
they can apply their expert skills to ‘ace’ the role they are 
applying for. 
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I mobile apps
Help the world’s leading brands provide of 
a better digital customer experience.

Become a Java Ace with Capgemini.

capgemini.com/careers
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Visual guidelines

Basic rules
The Capgemini Group’s visual guidelines 
are adhered to in relation to Capgemini 
logo size, color variants, position and 
margin setting.

To provide a complementary distinction 
between the corporate visual identity 
and employer branding communications, 
we do not incorporate the Capgemini 
brand shape in any form in our employer 
branding messaging.

Here we show the relationship between 
the elements of the Copy constructs, 
headline, body copy and call to action. 

The size of font should be considered based 
on design layout. There is no specific rule 
that governs the relationship between 
headline font size and body copy font size 
other than to say that the headline should 
be larger than the body copy.

When placing the Capgemini wordmark 
with spade symbol in your creative, it should 
always be positioned in the upper margin. 
The size of the wordmark should follow the 
corporate visual identity guidelines

When placing a URL in your creative, 
it should be aligned to the lower margin. 

t

Body copy

Ubuntu Regular
9pt size

Call To Action

Ubuntu Bold
10,8 pt size 
(9pt + 20%)

10,8pt leading 
(9pt + 20%)

Body copy tracking  
is set at 0pt and  
can change from  
-25 to +25

At Capgemini, we work with the world’s leading 
brands to enhance and transform the way they  
do business.

We do this with passion. And we do this by applying 
the human touch to business and technology.  
Passionate people are Capgemini’s Ace of Spades.  

Love your career. Ace your career.t +20%

x

1/4x

1/4x

y 2y

Headline tracking is set  
at 0pt and can change  
from -25 to +25

Headlines

American Typewriter 
ITC Pro Bold
40pt size

48pt leading 
(40pt + 20%)

I      
my career

Minimum space 
between headline 
and body copy

1/4x 1/4x
1/2x

I         my career
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Visual guidelines

Incorrect headline usage

I         my career

Do not apply drop shadows

I                   my career

Do not alter the size ratio between elements

I         my career

Do not box the headline

I ace my career

Do not replace the spade with words

I       my career

Do not alter spacing size between elements

I         m
y career

Do not rotate

I         my career

Do not apply any color different than indicated  
in our palette 

I         my career

Do not use any other font than American Typewriter
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Visual guidelines

Typeface
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American
Typewriter ITC Pro

Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll 
Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv 
Ww Xx Yy Zz 

!@#£$€%&*()_+|:”<>?.,  
0123456789

Headline font

The font use for the headline texts in all Capgemini 
Employer Branding creative work is ITC American Typewriter 
Pro Bold. This font has a nostalgic and authoritative feel 
that helps to emphasize Capgemini’s boldness, while at 
the same time retaining an air of fun. These ideas support 
the notion that, if you are passionate about what you do, 
you will enjoy and excel in your career at Capgemini.

Visual guidelines I Typeface

May 2018 - Version 1.0 
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Ubuntu
Regular

Bold

At Capgemini, we work with the world’s leading brands to 
enhance and transform the way they do business. 

We do this with passion. And we do this by applying the 
human touch to business and technology. Passionate 
people are Capgemini’s Ace of Spades.

Love your career. Ace your career.

Body copy and CTA

To create a synergy and alignment to the Capgemini 
corporate identity, Ubuntu regular is to be used in all body 
copy (including the URL). By “body copy”, we mean all 
copy that is not the headline. Body copy should never be 
bold, italicized or underlined. Ubuntu Bold is to be used 
only for the call to action or straplines in your creative.

Visual guidelines I Typeface

May 2018 - Version 1.0 
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Visual guidelines

Color palette
Overview of color pallet, and which 
combinations to use

The LOVE/ACE employer branding creative 
concept makes use of Capgemini’s 
secondary color palette: 

Deep Purple. Tech Red, Zest Green, Gray.

This helps us to put and maintain the 
Capgemini spade logo at the heart of 
the creative and ensure our brand is 
recognized and remembered throughout 
the candidate journey.

Pantone 

DEEP PURPLE

CMYK

RGB

2695C

C80 – M100 – Y0 – K60

R43 – G10 – B61

Pantone 

TECH RED

CMYK

RGB

710C

C0 – M90 – Y50 – K0

R255 – G48 – B76

ZEST GREEN

Pantone 

CMYK

RGB

2300C

C50 – M0 – Y100 – K0

R149 – G230 – B22

GRAY

Pantone 

CMYK

RGB

Cool Grey 1

C0 – M0 – Y0 – K10

R236 – G236 – B236
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Visual guidelines I Color palette

Recommended font/background combinations
Headline, body copy, and call-to-action 
fonts can be either, White, Deep Purple, 
Zest Green or Tech red. No more than two 
different font colors can be used in one 
creative asset.

Your choice of font color will be determined 
by creating the most readable contrast 
between the background color or 
photograph used in your creative asset.

Some hints: 
White or Deep Purple headlines and 
body copy work best against solid color 
backgrounds, Consider using a second font 
color for the call to action to help it stand 
out even more.

When using photography backgrounds, 
the use of Zest Green or Tech Red can be 
suitable choices for font color, depending 
on the image contrast.

Pit your wits and skills against the latest cyber threats 
and make the online world safer for leading brands, 
consumers and citizens alike. 

Become a Cybersecurity Ace with Capgemini.

I         
cybersecurity

I         building 
teams that win

At Capgemini, I build, mentor 
and develop teams that embrace 
business and technology challenges 
and learn how to succeed together. 

Ace Team Leadership 
with Capgemini.

Help the world’s leading brands 
use the best of new tech to transform 
the way they do business. 

Become a Digital Transformation 
Ace with Capgemini.

I         digital 
transformation

I         re-writing 
the rules

At Capgemini, I build, mentor and develop 
teams that embrace business and technology 
challenges and learn how to succeed together. 

Ace Team Leadership with Capgemini.

We         building 
stronger communities

Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we interact 
with as we are to delivering business benefit 
for our clients. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

We         Corporate
Social Responsibility

At Capgemini, I build, mentor and develop 
teams that embrace business and technology 
challenges and learn how to succeed together. 

Ace Team Leadership with Capgemini.

I         cloud
Put your skills to the test on today’s Business Technology 
challenges and develop your IT capabilities working for some 
of the world’s leading brands.  

Become a Cloud Infrastructure Ace 
with Capgemini.

I outsmart cyber cybercriminals and make the online world safer 
for leading brands, consumers and citizens alike. 

Ace Cybersecurity with Capgemini.

I         making 
the world safer

I         mobile apps
Help the world’s leading brands 
provide of a better digital 
customer experience. 

Become a Java Ace 
with Capgemini.

Automation and Robotic Process Automation promise to change 
the way we do business. But the robots won’t be half as eff ective 
without skilled professionals like you to orchestrate them. 

Ace Automation with Capgemini.

I         being 
master of the robots
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Visual guidelines I Color palette

Solid color backgrounds
While there is no 100% rule on which 
background to use for which creative 
assets (aside from ensuring they come 
from the Group-approved secondary color 
palette), there is some general guidance 
to follow. For example, our color palette 
is distinctive, so solid color backgrounds 
are great for promoting general employer 
branding awareness and situations where 
our message really needs to stand out from 
the crowd (e.g. billboards, career fairs, 
online ads).  

From a practical perspective, it might 
prove to be easier to obtain portrait-style 
photography (i.e. shot against a green 
screen) than it is to obtain photographs of 
people in situational environments (which 
require availability of and access to an 
appropriate space or spaces).

I         a career 
with progression

Capgemini off ers you the opportunity to put 
your hard-earned qualifi cations to the test 
on exciting projects for some of the world’s 
leading brands. You’ve aced your exams, now 
ace your career!

Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

I cloud

Put your skills to the test on today’s Business 
Technology challenges and develop your IT 
capabilities working for some of the world’s 
leading brands. 

Become a Cloud Infrastructure Ace 
with Capgemini

capgemini.com/careers

I being me

Be part of a global team that works with a diverse 
range of clients and values every opinion and every 
contribution.  At Capgemini, Diversity adds value. 
Diversity is the ace in our pack.

 
Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

Digital empowers you to shop and socialize from 
the comfort of your smartphone. With Capgemini’s 
next-gen learning platform, now your device can 
help you accelerate your career journey as well. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

I         Learning 
& Development

capgemini.com/careers
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Visual guidelines I Color palette

Situational environments
The use of situational environments 
(i.e. photography) can be effective when 
there is a need to:

• Create a strong connection between 
the topic addressed by the copy and the 
visual style of the creative asset. 

• Demonstrate authenticity and provide 
a visual glimpse of what ‘Life at 
Capgemini’ is actually like. 

• Provide visual context when addressing a 
non-business domain (e.g. Learning and 
Development, CSR, etc.).

There is no rule about when to use 
a situational background (versus a solid 
color background) but you might find that 
situational backgrounds work well for 
recruitment activities aimed at experienced 
professionals, who might appreciate a more 
life-like or ‘serious’ look and feel. You might 
also find that situational environment 
backgrounds can also be effective for assets 
used after you have captured the attention 
of your target audience (e.g. capture 
the attention with the boldness of 
the solid color background then develop 
the story and message with situational 
environments).

I         digital 
transformation

Help the world’s leading brands use the best 
of new tech to transform the way they do business. 

Become a Digital Transformation Ace 
with Capgemini. 

capgemini.com/careers

Be part of a global team that works with a diverse 
range of clients and values every opinion and every 
contribution.  At Capgemini, Diversity adds value. 
Diversity is the ace in our pack.

Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

I         being me

capgemini.com/careers

At Capgemini, I apply the best of people, processes and 
technology to transform the way the world’s leading 
businesses do their Finance & Accounting. 

Ace Business Transformation with Capgemini. 

I         re-writing 
the rules

Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we interact 
with as we are to delivering business benefi t 
for our clients. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

I         building stronger 
communities 

capgemini.com/careers
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Visual guidelines

Print

The following guidelines will help you plan your layouts 
for various formats of printed material, including 
recommendations on which copy elements to include or 
exclude, suitable font sizes and use of photography style.

May 2018 - Version 1.0 
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When placing the headline copy in your creative, overlap between the copy and the portrait should 
be kept to a minimum. Placement of the portrait should always be off centered, in a balanced 
composition with the headline.

Visual guidelines I Print

A-sized formats, colored background
We recommend using colored  
backgrounds for print when you need 
to stand out, deliver general employer 
branding awareness, and create material 
for multi-purpose use.

As a guide, the following copy elements 
work well in the following formats.

A3: Headline and Call to action

A4 headline, body copy, CTA (body copy 
minimum font size 9pt)

A5 headline, body copy, CTA (body copy 
minimum font size 9pt)

A6 (postcard sized). Headline and Call to 
action.

Medium resolution images (2124 x 1417 px 
(7.08 x 4.71 300dpi) are suitable for print 
only up to size A3.

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         Learning 
& Development

comfort of your smartphone. With Capgemini’s 
next-gen learning platform, now your device can 
help you accelerate your career journey as well. 

Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

I cloud

Poster Landscape Colored BackgroundPoster Portrait Colored Background
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Visual guidelines I Print

A-sized formats, full photographs
We recommend using photographic 
imagery for internal communications 
of where your messaging may need  
to have an extra layer of context.

A3: Headline, body copy, CTA

A4 Headline, body copy, CTA (body copy 
minimum font size 9pt)

A5 headline, body copy, CTA (body copy 
minimum font size 9pt)

A6 (postcard sized). Headline and Call  
to action.

Medium resolution images (2124 x 1417 px 
(7.08 x 4.71 300dpi) are suitable for print 
only up to size A3.

When placing headline copy on full photographs, the copy should be large and prominent. 
Overlap with copy and person is allowed

capgemini.com/careers

I         building 
stronger 
communities   

I         being me 
Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we interact 
with as we are to delivering business benefi t 
for our clients.

Love your career. Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

Poster Landscape Full PhotographPoster Portrait Full Photograph
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Visual guidelines I Print

Danglers
Danglers, in most cases vary depending 
on print house specifications, and therefore 
are generally on-demand services. However, 
these general guidelines apply when 
designing your dangler. 

People should never make up the outline 
of the dangler, they should always be 
surrounded by a colored background or 
represented in a complete photograph.

Danglers can include formats with only 
copy, in the form of Headline and CTA 
copy elements.

Generally, it is not advisable to use 
longer form copy in the design of these 
creative assets.

I         Learning 
& Development

capgemini.com/career

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         Learning 
& Development

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         being me

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

Flyer Single Sided Full Photograph Flyer Single Side Colored Background
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Visual guidelines I Print

Flyers
Flyers are an effective format when you 
wish to communicate a larger volume or 
more detailed information to a potential 
recruit. When created as a double-sided 
handout, one side should be occupied by a 
key visual, headline copy and call-to-action 
copy. The other side (the back) provides 

ample space for you to communicate 
details (e.g. of a recruitment event, 
job descriptions, graduate program, ‘About 
Capgemini’ as an employer, Learning and 
Development, or similar).

I         a career 
with progression

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         Learning 
& Development

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we 
interact with as we are to delivering business 
benefi t for our clients.

Love your career. Ace your career.

Be part of a global team that is as committed 
to strengthening the communities we 
interact with as we are to delivering business 
benefi t for our clients.

Love your career. Ace your career.

Flyer Double-Sided Colored BackgroundFlyer Double-Sided Full Photography
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Visual guidelines I Print

Brochures
The creation of brochures 
featuring larger amounts of 
copy provides an opportunity 
for the Employer Branding 
creative concept to meet 
and merge naturally with the 
Capgemini Group’s corporate 
branding. Brochure templates 
for Capgemini-branded content 
already exist and should be 
used. Key elements from the 

Employer Branding creative 
concept can be retained to 
ensure consistency in ‘look and 
feel’ between Employer Brand 
and Corporate Brand.

The brochure format works well 
for situations when context 
has been established and a 
candidate is ready to ‘learn 
more’. Additionally, this format 

works well for onboarding 
welcome packs or to promote 
Learning and Development 
programs and opportunities, etc. 

Colored Background portraits 
with headline copy, work well as 
an alternative when you need to 
address more specific business 
topics, or produce handouts at 
recruitment fairs.
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Visual guidelines I Print

Folder
Folders are ideal for use at events like 
careers fairs or for candidate onboarding. 
Folders also provide an opportunity for 
the Employer Brand to complement and 
become integrated with the Corporate 
Brand. When creating folders, it is possible 
to make use of the American Typewriter 
typeface and the “I LOVE/ACE” headline, 
and it can appear with the Capgemini brand 
shape. The use of the brand shape should 
adhere to the corporate brand guidelines.

I digital 
transformation
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Visual guidelines I Print

Large format prints
When considering the production of assets 
that are size A2 and larger, we recommend 
that you commission a photographer 
to do a photo shoot of selected people. 
Stock photography images are rarely 
high enough resolution to provide high-
quality large format prints. In many cases, 
purchasing a high-quality, high-resolution 
stock image for this format will cost more 
than hiring a photographer. Naturally, 
with a photographer, you will obtain many 
more suitable photographs than just one. 
Furthermore, large-format assets are a 
great opportunity to showcase how we as 
Capgemini value our people and to position 
them as Capgemini’s ‘Ace of Spades’. 
As such, it makes sense to use real people 
and obtain the right quality of photograph.

MACS can provide professional 
photographer services or, if you have 
a preferred local supplier, MACS can support 
you in briefing that photographer.
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Visual guidelines

Signage and events

The following guidelines will help you plan your 
layouts for various material formats for events 
and signage, including recommendations on which 
copy elements to include or exclude, suitable 
font sizes and use of photography style.
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events

Standee (Roll-up banners)
When designing standees (often referred 
to as roll-up banners) it’s important to 
consider the context in which the standee 
will be used. Because these assets are 
typically much higher than they are wide, it 
might be necessary to make compromises 
in terms of whether a photograph can be 
accommodated, how much text can be 
featured, etc. 

Standees featuring only text can be 
effective in strongly communicating a 
single message, and this approach can be 
considered for events such as career fairs or 
internal events (e.g. at Our University). 

Using images with colored backgrounds 
might help you stand put more in a crowded 
environment or where you might need to 
apply some disruptive messaging.

Using a photographic background with 
catching headlines might be the best option 
when addressing events such as technical 
or businests convention. Photography 
options also work well for promoting 
internal comms.

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         
Learning & 
Development

capgemini.com/careers

Love your career.
Ace your career.

I         Learning 
& Development

Rollup Colored Background Rollup Full Photography

If including a URL in your standee, its placement does not have to be in the lower margin if this 
means that it will not be seen easily. Consider placing it at the end of any copy that features on 
the standee but never insert It in the top margin alongside the Capgemini wordmark.
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events

Eventbooth / Exhibition stand
Event booths should be designed  
to stand out.

Exhibition halls can be crowded – both 
in a physical sense and in terms of volume 
of messages and information. It’s important 
to keep our message simple, distinctive 
and appealing.

Due to the Capgemini brand’s distinctive 
color palette, it is recommended that the 
solid color background is used for assets 
such as event booths or ehibition stands. 

It is not advisable to include long-form 
body copy on exhibition stands or 
backdrops – they will likely be obstructed 
from view. Instead, craft and position your 
headline and text and call-to-action copy 
for maximum relevance to the event and 
exposure to the audience.

If using a URL, its placement 
does not have to be on the 
lower margin  if its visibility 
is likely to be obstructed. 
It should however never share 
the top margin with the 
Capgemini wordmark.

I         cloud
Love your career. 
Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

Exhibition-Stand Colored Background

I         my career
Love your career. 

Ace your career.

capgemini.com/careers

Exhibition-Stand Colored Background
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events

Bus shelter / Metropanels
Outdoor advertising should be considered 
in the context of an overall strategy. Having 
a mix of assets with short form and long 
form copy can help to build and deliver 
the employer branding message for the 
duration of a campaign. 

Consider the context of where your outdoor 
asset will be seen. If it’s likely to be against 
a ‘busy’ background and if our desire is for 
our message to stand out, then a solid-color 
background is recommended. 

Photograph-based backgrounds work 
best when the intention is to humanize 
emphasize authenticity, or reinforce the 
message of the body copy.
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events

Billboards
The creative concept framework is 
sufficiently flexible and versatile that it can 
be optimized for use in a variety of different 
physical locations and in a variety of 
different sizes, dimensions and orientations. 

Dimensions and sizes can vary dramatically 
so it makes sense to have them custom 
designed according to your specification. 

Here are some tips:

• If your billboard format is very wide but 
not very high, consider using headline and 
call to action text, only. A compromised 
image of person does not convey the 
desired effect. 

• If the billboard is to appear against a 
‘busy’ background, then you need to 
ensure that your creative work doesn’t 
blend in with its surroundings. In such 
instances, consider using the solid color 
background to help it stand out. 

• Consider the circumstances in which your 
billboard will be seen. If it’s next to a road, 
consider how traffic moves (fast or slow) 
and take decisions on copy accordingly 
(e.g. if people only have a few seconds to 
see your billboard, then keep copy short)
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Visual guidelines I Signage and events

Venue Branding
Hanging boards should only include 
simple headline copy, this can either be 
self-explanatory or disruptive in nature. 
Mix of colors should be consider as to not 
overcharge the space. 

Venue branding should have harmony 
between all the different elements.
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Visual guidelines

Digital & Social media

Capgemini is broadly 
represented on major social 
media networks such as 
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. 
Employer branding initiatives, however, 
mainly take place at a regional level, where 
recruitment or awareness campaigns can be 
better addressed.

These guidelines aren’t designed to tell you 
what to post, but to provide you with advice 
on building assets to enhance your social 
media profile page or to support a paid 
advertising campaign.

It’s important to recognize the regional or 
platform specific use of hashtags. 

The Love / Ace employer branding concept 
isn’t designed to replace things like

#LifeAtCapgemini

#WomenAtCapgemini

#BeAheadOfTheGame

But you may find using things like 
#CapgeminiAce #ACEyourCareer

Could add to your repertoire of employer 
branding content, when posting about 
careers fairs, internships, graduate 
opportunities, or general recruitment posts.
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Capgemini.com
Use of employer branding elements on 
capgemini.com and regional Capgemini 
sites should look to include solid color 
backgrounds and portrait key visuals. 
As there are typically several visual 
elements per page, many of which are 
quite small, using simple solid color 
images (with people images) helps to 
keep the focus on people and keeps 
the overall aesthetic of the page 
uncluttered.

Headline copy elements have been left 
off the web banner so as not to interfere 
with the website’s subpage menus.

Subpage banner

Subpage banner

Careers page banner

Subpage banner
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Talent
Talent banners are a great way to  
showcase real Capgemini staff, and how 
they Love / Ace their career or non-
business topics such as Learning and 
Development, diversity or CSR.

Content banners for the Talent portal 
pages when in 527 x 215px should 
therefore look to include full photographs, 
preferably of real Capgemini employees, in 
line with the photography guidelines in this 
guidebook, with accompanying headline 
copy relevant to the talent page.

For Talent banners measuring 527 x 75px, 
only copy should be used (the format is 
too ‘low’ to comfortably accommodate 
a picture of a person and it is advisable to 
use a solid color background.

Talent Banner – Full photography

Talent Banner – Copy only

Talent Banner – Copy only
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Newsletter Template

Newsletter Banner – Copy only

Newsletter Banner – Full photography

Emailers (Builder)
When designing banners for emailers, your 
options could be:

Copy only variants, 

Use of full photography and headline copy.

Solid color backgrounds with portraits and 
headline copy.

Use of the “I Love / Ace TOPIC” headline 
copy can be disruptive or conventional 
depending on the messaging and intended 
audience (internal or external) of your 
newsletter or emailer.
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Social media (profile pages) | Overview
The use of the employer branding creative 
concept on your region-specific social 
media touch points should form part of 
your overall marketing and communications 
strategy. 

We don’t recommend changing the profile 
picture on these platforms, as this should 
remain consistent with the corporate 
visual identity.

Opportunity to showcase the employer 
brand should be done with the use of 
profile cover images.

For general employer branding awareness 
purposes, we recommend the use of the 
hero copy headline “I Love / Ace my career 
with the solid color backgrounds and 
cut-out portraits. If using only copy, it is 
advisable to include the message “Love your 
career. Ace your career”.

Look to include other aspects of the 
employer branding copy constructs when 
posting about recruitment or showcasing 
staff and life at Capgemini.

Facebook

Linkedin
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Social media (profile pages) | Facebook
For general employer branding awareness, 
we recommend using the solid color 
background portraits and hero copy 
headline or call to action. We strongly 
recommend that, if using people, that 
they be real Capgemini employees. There 
are enough ads and posts on social media 
that feature stock imagery. Let’s stand 
out from the crowd and demonstrate our 
authenticity as an employer. 

To keep your social media profile pages 
looking fresh, consider creating a number 
of simple banners (preferably using solid 
color backgrounds) that feature different 
people and themed headline copy and then 
rotating them on a regular basis. Also, in 
many regions, it can be a source of prestige 
and pride for an employee to be featured 
on a company’s profile page. Consider using 
this opportunity to publish content about 
this person (e.g. testimonial) or the domain 
that they represent to coincide with such 
banners so as to maximize opportunities to 
generate awareness. 

Consider also rotating your profile cover 
images to align with events that you plan to 
attend or have recently attended. This might 
mean using creative work that features 
situational photography or it might mean 
tweaking copy. This can be used to build 
continuity between a candidate’s visit to a 
Capgemini booth at an event or recruitment 
interaction and what they see when seeking 
to learn more about Capgemini. 

Facebook Profile Cover Photo – Colored background

Facebook Profile Cover Photo – Full photography
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Social media (profile pages) | LinkedIn
Changing the profile cover image for the 
corporate LinkedIn account to employer 
branding related content may not be 
relevant in all instances.

LinkedIn is generally a space to engage with 
not just potential candidates but also the 
wider business community. As such LinkedIn 
should look to include a mix of corporate 
visual identity and some Employer Branding 
Content. 

Using LinkedIn’s showcase pages feature 
could be a more suitable platform for 
placement of employer branding content, 
Such as alumni groups, or job vacancy 
postings.

Linkedin Company Cover

Linkedin Profile Banner
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Social media (profile pages) | Twitter
The Group-wide Twitter handle  
@Capgemini should rarely feature content 
regarding employer branding. Instead local 
country handles or business unit specific 
Twitter handles are a more appropriate 
forum to engage with your audience 
regarding employer branding awareness 
and targeted recruitment campaigns.

As with other social media platforms it is not 
recommended to change the profile picture 
of your account. Instead, use the header 
photo and update regularly with different 
variations to maximize the impact of your 
Employer Branding communications.

Twitter Lead Generation Card 800x200

Twitter Conversational Ad Card 800x320

Twitter Website Card 800x418

Twitter Summary Card 1200x600

Twitter Header 1500x500
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Visual guidelines I Digital & Social media

Flash cards
Flash cards are a great way to add employer 
branding content to your social media 
feeds. Flash cards should feature minimal 
text, as the caption and messaging of your 
post is a better placement of this kind of 
messaging or call to action.

While there are no hard rule about how 
to compose your flash card and post, it is 
worth remembering that most people’s 
social media feeds are awash with ads and 
posts from many different companies. If our 
intention is to stand out from the crowd, 
consider using the solid color background, 
portrait picture of a real Capgemini 
employee and a headline text that is 
thought provoking.

The use of creative work that features 
situational photography can be effective 
when delivering a themed or very targeted 
message. However, pay special attention 
to readability of any text that features on 
the creative work – in most instances we 
have only a second or less to capture our 
audience’s attention. Let’s make sure our 
message gets through. 

Twitter: Flash card

Facebook: Flash card
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Display ads

The following guidelines will help you to produce assets that 
can be used to support employer branding or recruitment 
efforts in digital paid media. These guidelines seek to address 
the most commonly encountered digital media formats.

Visual guidelines I Display ads
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Square-format Adwords ads should 
look to make use of our solid color 
palette backgrounds, with copy 
written in American Typewriter font. 
Any call to action ‘apply now’ button, 
should be placed in the Capgemini 
brand shape. Our brand styled 
charts and diagrams complement 
our visual identity – using curves and 
points that mimic our spade symbol.

Visual guidelines I Display ads

Display ads | Google Adwords
When using paid advertising on Google Adwords, we 
recommend using the hero copy call to action Love your 
career. Ace your career. If your format allows (e.g. number 
of frames or seconds), this can be preceded by your target 
recruitment needs.

Adwords  Large Rectangle 336x280

Adwords Inline Rectangle 300x250 Adwords  Small  Square  200x200Adwords  Square 250x250
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Slim skyscraper formats have limited 
space for photography, and therefore 
should use text only (with a 
preference for a solid-color 
background). 

Half-page ads are wide enough to 
feature images. Solid-color 
backgrounds with portrait images will 
work well in this format and will help 
your ad stand out from its 
surroundings.

Visual guidelines I Display ads

Adwords Half Page Ad 300x600 Adwords Wide Skyscraper 160x600Adwords  Skyscraper 120x600
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Slim leaderboard formats have limited 
space for photography, and therefore 
should be kept to text only.

Larger leaderboard-format ads have 
enough room to feature images. 
Solid-color backgrounds with portrait 
images work best for this format.

Visual guidelines I Display ads

Adwords Large Leaderboard 1500x500

Adwords Leaderboard 728x90

Adwords Banner 468x60

Web banner 728x90
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Square-format ads should look to 
make use of our solid color palette 
backgrounds, with copy written in 
American Typewriter font. Any call to 
action ‘apply now’ button, should be 
placed in the Capgemini brand shape.

For wide-ratio formats, consider using 
the solid color background with a 
portrait picture of a real Capgemini 
employee and a headline text that is 
thought provoking.

The use of creative work that features 
situational photography can be 
effective when delivering a themed 
message or  a very targeted message.

Visual guidelines I Display ads

Display ads | Facebook
Advertising on Facebook can be an effective 
way to reach your target audience with 
compelling employer branding messages. 

The right format for your display ads will 
depend on if you want to drive traffic to a 
website, invite people to an event, promote 
engagement, or create awareness of 
Capgemini as an employer.

Facebook Canvas Ad Unit 1200x628

Facebook Slideshow 1280x720

Facebook Single Image 1200x628

Facebook Carousel 1080x1080
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Square-format ads should look to 
make use of our solid color palette 
backgrounds, with copy written in 
American Typewriter font. Any call 
to action ‘apply now’ button, should 
be placed in the Capgemini brand 
shape.

For wide-ratio formats, consider 
using the solid color background 
with a portrait picture of a real 
Capgemini employee and a headline 
text that is thought provoking.

The use of creative work that 
features situational photography 
can be effective when delivering a 
themed message or a very targeted 
message.

Visual guidelines I Display ads

Display ads | LinkedIn
Advertising on LinkedIn provides an 
opportunity for you to target your audience 
in a strictly business or professional context.

Linkedin Display Ad 300x250

Linkedin Sponsored InMail 300x250

Linkedin Standard Ad 1200x628

Linkedin Sponsored Content 1200x627
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Photography guidelines

Photography style Introduction
Capgemini’s brand is about applying the 
human touch to technology, and our 
photography should reflect this by focusing 
on the human aspect with technology 
playing only a supporting role (if any at 
all). The Love / Ace employer branding is 
about celebrating autonomy and purpose 
and the opportunity to achieve mastery by 
becoming an ‘Ace’. 

Wherever possible, use photography of 
real Capgemini employees. Use props 
(e.g. technology devices) sparingly and, if 
intending to use situational environments, 
aim for a balance of aspirational and 
realistic (we all know that working on 
the top floor of a high-rise building or 
a converted warehouse might look great, 
but it’s not the reality for the vast majority 
of the business). This emphasizes the 
authenticity of the concept and enables 
us to celebrate the qualities of Capgemini 
employees. Photography for this creative 
concept should seek to capture a moment 
in a genuine, candid and authentic manner 
– it should not look or feel staged, and 
should instead seek to evoke ideas of 
thoughtfulness, confidence, boldness 
and fun.

The Love / Ace employer branding 
guidebook makes use of two styles of 
photography. 

• Individual portraits shot against a clean 
background (to be ‘cut out’ by designers 
during production) 

• Situational photography that shows 
Capgemini people enjoying moments ‘at 
work’.

There is flexibility in choice when deciding 
which image style to use, and an ideal 
campaign would include some individual 
portraits (that would then appear against 
solid backgrounds) and some creative assets 
that make use of situational photography. 
These can be used for different, but 
complementary, purposes (e.g. Portraits on 
solid-color background to focus on brand 
awareness, with situational photography to 
add a layer of richness and authenticity to 
the story). 
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Photography guidelines I Photography style Introduction

Individual portraits
The photographer should aim to create a 
candid style, capturing the subjects when 
they are relaxed, comfortable, happy and 
confident. Treat these portraits as an 
opportunity to highlight the characteristics 
of the person that makes him or her unique.

Some general guidelines to follow:

Subjects should not be looking at the 
camera or ‘posing’ for their shots. 

Composition should consider the rule of 
thirds to allow for due placement of copy.

Portraits of individuals should be lit, and 
shot, in a way that allows for striking ‘cut-
out’ that can then be used against our color 
palette of Gray, Deep Purple, Tech Red, or 
Zest Green backgrounds.
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Photography guidelines I Photography style Introduction

Situational environments / images 
with multiple people
When shooting for this style of 
photography, there should be a shallow 
depth of field, and composition that focuses 
attention on a specific individual. This 
creates an opportunity for the visual to 
dovetail perfectly with a copy story about 
the same individual.

The subject or subjects should not be 
looking directly at the camera, and 
the image should aim to embrace the 
individuality of the person in focus. 
Generally speaking, the photography needs 
to be candid, bright, personal and authentic.  

Composition should consider the rule of 
thirds to allow for due placement of copy.
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Photography guidelines

Technical set up
Portraits of individuals should be shot in 
a studio-like environment.

Where possible, use a green screen as the 
background for your portrait photography. 
This allows for a more efficient workflow 
when it comes to re-touching and 
inserting the images in creative assets 
(which can have a positive impact on 
costs). If a green screen is not available, 
a plain white seamless background is also 
acceptable. However, please then advise 
participating employees to avoid wearing 
colors with little or no contrast relative to 
the background (cutting out people from 
backgrounds where there is little or no 
contrast drives up time and costs).

Both key and fill lighting should be used, 
(on-camera flash should be avoided).

Portraits of individuals should be lit and 
shot in a way that will allow for a striking 
‘cut-out’, that can then be used against our 
color palette of Gray, Deep Purple, Tech 
Red, or Zest Green backgrounds.

When photographing situational / environment 
images, it’s preferred to use natural lighting, where 
possible. The context of the image should be shot 
with a story in mind. Is the message of your campaign 
about CSR? Business services? Or technology 
domains? Are we seeking to emphasize collaboration, 
or celebrate diversity, or demonstrate that work is 
fun? Having the answers to such questions in mind 
will enable the photographer to capture images that 
accentuate these messages and ideas. 
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Photography guidelines

Dress code, style asthetic

In line with most Capgemini working 
environments, the dress code should be 
contemporary smart casual clothing that 
helps us to convey the image of a modern 
and progressive company. Of course, dress 
codes, trends and understandings of “smart 
casual” will vary from country to country so 
some ‘localization’ of this guidance might be 
required. 

Our aim is for photography to be relevant 
to the business topic and role, and to be 
the best possible reflection of the unique 
qualities and characteristics of our people. 

Clothing should be relevant to the business 
topic, suitable for the role and typical of the 
individuals style.

Clothes should consist of solid colors rather 
than complex patterns or textures 

The inclusion of tech or other objects should 
be used to complement the individual and 
his or her story – it should not dominate. 

Capgemini’s employer branding creative 
assets such be reflective of our status as 
a global company that employs people 
all around the world and embraces the 
diversity of its workforce and the customs 
and traditions of each region. If cultural 
attire is typical in your region and in the 
workplace, then feel free to encourage 
participants to use it.

If it is necessary to use stock imagery, then 
select images based on the guidance above.
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Retouching guidelines
When using portrait style photography in 
your creative assets, the intention should 
be for them to appear as if they have not 
been retouched. Although, some form of 
retouching will be required, the intention 
should be to leave all permanent features of 
the individual as they are, with retouching 
only focusing on non-permanent features 
like pimples, temporary redness of skin, etc. 

If you need to sharpen images, add contrast 
or apply color correction, then the intention 
should be to keep it as natural as possible.

We should definitely not digitally alter or 
change a person’s shape, size, proportion, 
skin or eye color, or alter lines or wrinkles or 
other individual characteristics. 

When retouching situational photographs, 
you might need to add adjustment layers 
to the background, masking in the areas to 
provide the right contrast against the copy 
and logo placement.

Generally, this can be achieved through 
“curves” or “levels” adjustment only.

As with portrait images, people should 
appear as if they have not been retouched 
or “photoshopped”.
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Photography guidelines

Stock image guidelines

The decision to use stock photography images or in-house 
photography needs to be considered with respect to your 
budget, your campaign asset plan and your objectives.

While it is advised to use images of Capgemini employees 
wherever possible, we also recognize that this may not 
be always achievable due to timeline and budget.
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Photography guidelines I Stock image guidelines

Individual portraits guidance
Select Images of individuals that have 
been shot in a studio, and in a composition 
will either naturally allow for composition 
alongside copy or that can easily be 
recomposed to accommodate copy.

Images should be technically sound, and 
should not include any lighting effects, 
filters, or unnatural color treatment. 

Images should be candid, with the subject 
not looking directly into camera. 

Portraits should be of stock models that 
could feasibly represent real Capgemini 
employees.
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Photography guidelines I Stock image guidelines

Situational environments / images 
with multiple people guidance
Images that show multiple people, 
photographs shot in open-office spaces 
should represent feasible scenarios. Don’t 
choose images that show ultra-modern 
and stylish office spaces if these are not 
reflective of the office environment in your 
recruiting region.

Images with multiple people should look to 
draw focus on one individual, through either 
composition, depth of field or both. Images 
should not include any artificial lighting 
effects or filters. 

This style of imagery should aim to 
complement the copy message.
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Motion guidelines

Employer branding overview
A video has been created to serve as an 
introduction to the Love / Ace Employer 
Branding creative concept. It celebrates the 
role of people at Capgemini, and the sense 
of empowerment and opportunity that a 
career at Capgemini affords them. For those 
that are not yet familiar with the Capgemini 
brand as an employer, it also seeks to 
communicate – at a very high level – that we 
are a global technology (not only) company 
that employs people all around the world 
and celebrates the spirits of collaboration, 
enjoyment of work and diversity. 

Examples of where this video can be used:

• Careers page of our global website
• Careers page on local websites
• On screen at events (either at Capgemini 

stands or in common spaces)
• Reception areas of Capgemini 

office buildings.

While this video’s primary purpose is to 
introduce our employer branding concept, it 
could also be used as a source of inspiration 
for producing your own specific employer 
branding assets. 

Furthermore, this video can also be localized 
for your region – photography and key 
words (copy stories for individuals) can be 
adapted based on the needs and objectives 
of your markets. 

When using text on screen, American 
Typewriter bold should only be used 

in combination with the I LOVE/ACE…. 
Headlines.

Ubuntu should be used for all other text 
on-screen elements.

If producing your own employer branding 
video …

When choosing the location for your 
employer branding videos, finding 
appropriate backgrounds or backdrops is 
important in achieving the right look and 
feel for your message.

Using an office background can help 
communicate authenticity, but it’s 
important to be mindful of unnecessary or 
distracting elements in your background 
– cables, superfluous items on desks, 
cluttered backgrounds can all serve to 
detract from the intended message. Also, 
consider the volume and movement of 
people in around your chosen space and 
make plans to keep distracting movement 
and sound to an absolute minimum.

Atmospheric conditions can also 
influence the quality of any footage you 
film –consider the time of day and the 
presence of natural light in your filming 
environments. 
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Indents, outdents, and transitions
These branding elements should be included in 
all of your employer branding videos.

The intro and outros have been designed to 
highlight the use of the Capgemini spade, and 
to create a strong link between the look and 
feel of the employer brand and the general 
Capgemini brand.

There are two styles of namestraps available 
for you to use. 

The “I LOVE/ACE business topic version” 
should be treated as the preferred option for 
employer branding videos, and works well with 
‘talking heads’ videos with  subject-matter 
experts or when Capgemini staff are talking 
about their area of interest and their role.

The regular version of the namestrap has been 
designed to highlight the job title of the person 
appearing in the video.

The names of people appearing in your video 
should be written using Ubuntu font.

The job title or area of expertise of the person 
being featured in the video should be written in 
American Typewriter bold.

The font color used for these elements can 
be White, Deep purple, Tech Red, or Zest 
Green. The selection of font color should be 
made with the aim of achieving a contrast 
between the text and background that ensures 
optimal readability.

Scene transitions have been designed to allow 
you to place text on screen where necessary in 
your edit, or to allow for transitions between 
different scenes or different interviewees in 
your employer branding video.

Tagline templates and chapter titles have been 
provided in the source file to be used when you 
introduce a business topic.

Chapter titles should also be used when you 
want a question to appear on full screen.
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Guidelines in action

Real world application
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Guidelines in action

Stationery and merchandise
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Photography is a really important 
aspect of the process. The right 
photography will help set the tone 
for your campaign and ensure 
maximum alignment with your goals 
and objectives. Furthermore, it can 
help you maximize return on your 
investment. Be sure to check out 
and follow the photography 
guidelines.

How to get started

Step-by-step for rollout
These guidelines have been provided to 
enable you to start to implement your own 
employer branding communications. By 
using the guidelines on how the message 
should be constructed, adapted and 
applied, you can then treat the supplied 
master assets as a starting point. 

Some of these templates can be used ‘as 
is’ and as a means to get your campaign 
started quickly. In some cases, though, 
you’ll naturally want to tailor messages 
and it is strongly advised that you use 
local employees in your campaign. These 
templates provide a solid foundation for 
you to share with and start working with 
your own preferred internal or external 
vendor.

Identify the goals of your campaign – is it 
general employer brand awareness or 
specific recruitment needs? 

Determine the timeline, preferred 
duration of your campaign and how much 
budget is available to you.

Identify the right mix of channels and 
assets to meet your campaign objectives. 

Work with your local HR and marketing 
teams to identify which Capgemini 
people to feature in your creative assets. 

Work with MACS, or your preferred local creative 
vendor, to help craft and refine your message and 
to plan the production of assets.

Start making an impact in your market.

Photography (planning and execution). Ensure 
appropriate planning to generate maximum value on 
your investment. If not using a MACS photographer, 
make sure you do appropriate briefing, planning 
(location), preparation (people and their environments) 
and sample shoots with your external supplier ahead of 
the big day.
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How to get started

Recommended suppliers and services
MACS has previously worked with more than 10 
different countries to support their employer 
branding activities. Having developed the 
LOVE/ACE creative concept, MACS is perfectly 
positioned to help you plan and deliver your 
employer branding campaign. We can support 
at all stages – from early stage planning and 
consulting around objectives and appropriate 
tactics, through to implementation of 
the campaign, with execution and project 
management of everything in between.

We can provide the following creative services 
as part of an integrated delivery of your 
campaign assets:

• Copywriting
• Design (Graphic Design, DTP, Digital)
• Photography (professional photographers 

travelling to your destination)
• Filming (professional film crew and director 

travelling to your destination)
• Video and motion design (including scripting, 

post-production)
• Liaising with external vendors (printers, film 

crews. Photographers) 
• Project Management of all of the above

MACS is a truly international team, comprising 
14 different nationalities. As Capgemini’s 
in-house agency, and with this diversity 
of skillset and international experience, 
MACS is perfectly positioned to support you 
with your regional, domain, or BU-specific 
implementations of Capgemini’s employer 
branding creative concept framework. 

If you would like to discuss employer branding 
material with MACS, then please contact  
kade.anderson@capgemini.com

Getty Images 
Our preferred supplier of stock images is Getty 
images, the following link will showcase the 
style of images you should seek out if you’re 
restrained by short timelines and/or limited 
budget, and cannot engage with MACS to 
provide in-house photography.

https://www.gettyimages.com/collaboration/
boards/_Vky3hFHDUq2umvihYBe2Q

Please note: if you are not restrained by budget, 
then please be aware that purchasing 3-4 
images of sufficiently high resolution from Getty 
could be as costly as a custom photoshoot, 
which will naturally generate many more usable 
images. 

iStock 
In some instances, it might be possible to 
find suitable images from iStock. under the 
subscription service “Premium Signature 
Collection”

https://www.istockphoto.com/pl/en/collaboration/
boards/7PKW-_6KiUeTToOYqA_fDw

Please note: Many companies make use of image 
banks like iStock. As such, it’s quite common for 
individual images to become popular and thus 
used by many different companies. Selecting 
an image for use from such image banks only to 
then see it used by another company. This poses 
a risk to the credibility of the brand and the 
authenticity of the employer branding message. 
For this reason, it is strongly advised that the use 
of stock imagery be kept to a minimum.
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Love your career. Ace your Career.  
To 
Love your career. Master your career.

The use of “Master your career”, though 
slightly less distinctive, is still in line 
with research about our intrinsic drivers 
(purpose, autonomy and mastery) and is 
harmonious with all other aspects of the 
creative concept.

Note: This alternative option should only 
be considered if you have informed doubts 
that the concept of ‘ace’ as a verb (e.g. ace 
your career) will not be well understood on 
your market. We should not switch between 
“Ace your career” and “Master your career” 
within the same campaign.

I      my career
At Capgemini, we work with the world’s leading brands 
to enhance and transform the way they do business. 

We do this with passion. And we do this by applying the 
human touch to business and technology. Passionate 
people are Capgemini’s Ace of Spades.

Love your career. Master your career.

 

 

I      ma carrière
Chez Capgemini,  nous travaillons avec les plus grandes 
marques pour améliorer et transformer leur façon d’opérer. 

Nous le faisons avec passion. Et nous le faisons en appliquant 
notre touche humaine au business et à la technologie. Les gens 
passionnés sont les As de Pique de Capgemini.

Aimez votre carrière. Maitrisez votre carrière.
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Localization guidelines

To localize or not
The decision to localize the language of 
Capgemini’s employer branding creative 
concept depends on your local market, its 
receptiveness to the message in a language 
other than the local language and your 
recruitment objectives. 

In some markets, it might be relevant to 
only translate your body copy messaging 
and maintain English headlines and calls 
to action.

If one of the key requirements when 
recruiting is for candidates to be fluent in 
English, then arguably there is no need to 
translate any part of the text (the creative 
assets themselves can serve as a means of 
filtering the right candidates). 

If a key aspect of your campaign is to 
communicate the global nature of 
Capgemini, then this might justify leaving all 
copy in English. 

If you decide that your local market requires 
localization of all copy elements, we 
recommend the following guidelines.

The use of the Hero Copy is maintained for 
your general employer branding awareness 
material. Ace can be used as both a noun 
and a verb, yet this is a linguistic nuance that 
might not be understood by all markets. If 
you feel this applies in your market, then 
consider replacing ‘ace’ with ‘master’, as per 
the example below: 
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Localization guidelines

Fonts and languages
Our American Typewriter font supports 
foreign characters, so if your native 
language uses diacritic marks, then please 
maintain the use of American typewriter 
and Ubuntu fonts as outlined in the Font 
section of these guidelines.

Whenever translating the headline copy, 
however, it is important to maintain the 
English use of the letter “I” or “We” to 
precede the Ace of Spades (Cpagemini 
logotype) symbol. A headline statement 
should not begin with the symbol itself. 
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Asset management

Lingo and BAM

Throughout this guidebook we have 
showcased practical application of the 
communications framework in various 
creative formats.

These templates are available for your use 
in our master asset pack. This have been 
provided in the format of Lingo.

In its own words:

“Lingo is a design library made for your 
entire team – everyone from designers to 
developers and marketers to managers can 
use it.”

https://www.lingoapp.com/

In addition to confirming the statement above, 
we would add that Lingo: 

-    Enables rapid, easy and intuitive viewing of 
Design assets that have been created. 

-    It can handle everything from PDFs to Word 
documents to PowerPoint presentations, to 
jpegs, pngs, photos and many more formats. 

-    All files can be viewed ‘at a glance’ or ‘in 
detail’ in a matter of clicks and the browsing 
functionality is as easy as using Google Photos 

or browsing an image gallery/album  
on Facebook. 

-    Features tagging, kit and folder functions 
that mean that files can be arranged and 
found according to file type, asset owner, use, 
participant/photo. 

-    Enables asset owners to benefit from an 
always-up-to-date view of the assets that 
have been created for them. These libraries 
grow over time, yet the means by which they 
are accessed, searched and re-used remains 
equally instinctive as the library grows. 

-    Lingo can be complementary to, and 
supportive of, BAM. It provides much easier 
use for viewing purposes, but our intention 
would be to treat BAM as the home for source 
files. Lingo contains a feature that allows us to 
include links directly to BAM assets.
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